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Some Strategies of How We Can Begin to Build The 

Infrastructure Needed In the State of Florida For God’s 

Kingdom Purposes To Rule And Reign in All Seven Mountains 

to Enact Awakening and Reformation 
 

 We need to IDENTIFY all like-minded Christian groups and key people in the body of Christ who will 

share the vision that we come up with in order to notify, mobilize and activate the body of Christ and the 

grassroots organizations based on the strategies that we receive from the Lord in prayer. 

 Then we need to see if they are willing to work in tandem with one another in an organized, focused 

fashion for God’s kingdom purposes to be established in the state of Florida by invoking both prayer and 

action. 

 We need to IDENTIFY the “key” ISSUES that we need to deal with on a local, state, and national 

level. 

 We need to IDENTIFY which mountain these “key” ISSUES fall under in the seven mountains in order 

to form coalitions on a state-wide basis which I will cover later on in this document. 

 We need to IDENTIFY the different grassroots groups/organizations/ministries that devote their time to 

address these various issues and rely on their expertise to know when to activate the prayer activists on a 

state and local level. 

 We need to IDENTIFY the various organizations/ministries on a national, state, and local level that 

issue prayer alerts.  I have begun to list some of these organizations/ministries in a spreadsheet which 

will continue to be a work in progress.  

 We need to IDENTIFY all the different prayer networks and houses of prayer in the state of Florida and 

work in tandem with each other to ensure that we have the state of Florida covered in all 67 counties. 

We have more than enough prayer warriors, if the leaders of these various prayer movements in the state 

of Florida are willing to answer the call to unite for God’s kingdom purposes to prevail for the purpose 

of not only praying, but to activate the body of Christ to take clear decisive action when we send out 

these prayer/action/FYI alerts. 

 

 We need to IDENTIFY what types of prayer/action/FYI alerts are to be sent out on a state wide level 

versus a regional or local level for the state of Florida. 

 

 We need to quickly IDENTIFY the urgency of a prayer/action alert and come up with different codes 

such as CODE RED, etc. which will infer that immediate action is required.  
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 We need to formulate Rapid Response Teams (RRT) in order to quickly engage prayer activists on a 

state level concerning upcoming legislation in Tallahassee BEFORE it is presented in the House or 

Senate and we must keep interceding until they vote on it and Governor Scott signs it as law. This will 

require us to work closely with certain individuals/ministries/organizations who keep up with pending 

legislation based on the desires of special interest groups. 

 

 We need to formulate Rapid Response Teams (RRT) in order to quickly engage prayer activists on a 

local level for last minute School Board meetings, City Council meetings, County Commissioner 

meetings, etc. Therefore, going forward it is absolutely critical that we work closely with certain 

individuals/ministries/organizations who keep up with pending legislation impacting their particular 

county based on the desires of special interest groups.  

 

 We need to set up cell phone text notifications to be sent out in lieu of email alerts for emergency 

situations in order to notify, activate and mobilize the Rapid Response Teams (RRT) in a timely manner 

at the last minute. Oftentimes legislators will attempt to move something through in a hurry, without 

much notice, and by the time we are notified, it is already too late to take action. In addition, most 

people do not see or read their email in a timely fashion and by the time they do, it is too late to mobilize 

and activate for these types of scenarios. The bottom line is we must move from being in a reactive 

(defensive mode) in order to be proactive and take an offensive stance in order to be God’s voice, feet, 

and hands in the governmental mountain. In other words, we need to become ―the‖ premier ―special 

interest group! 

 

 We need to IDENTIFY these cell phone text notifications lists to include different distribution lists 

based on statewide notification, activation and mobilization of Rapid Response Teams (RRT) versus 

those on a regional or local level. 

 

 We must have some kind of leadership structure in place at the state level, regional level, and local level 

for the state of Florida for the purpose of notifying, activating, and mobilizing the body of Christ and the 

grassroots organizations in the state of Florida.  

 

 We must IDENTITY all ministries and organizations that are already working on all these different 

issues which must be addressed in the state of Florida and the nation. We do not have time to reinvent 

the wheel. 

 

 We must have some kind of leadership structure in place at the state level, regional level, and local level 

for the state of Florida for the purpose of forming coalitions on a state-wide basis for all the issues that 

must be dealt with in all seven different mountains of our culture. 
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 Once these leadership structures have been IDENTIFIED and ESTABLISHED at the state level, 

regional level, and local level for all 67 counties in the state of Florida then these state leaders will work 

with regional leaders who will then propagate the Action/Prayer/FYI alerts to the various leaders on a 

county basis on an “as needed” basis.  Then these leaders at the county level will then send these 

Action/Prayer/FYI alerts to their group members for action while telling them to send these 

Action/Prayer/FYI alerts out to their contacts and post the on social media sites such as Facebook too. 

This way we are harnessing the law of multiplication and we will reach more prayer activists in a 

focused, organized manner. 

 

 We need to plug in prayer activists from the different grassroots groups/organizations/ministries to focus 

their attention on what they are most passionate about in order to deal with those issues we must deal 

with that are eroding our sovereignty as a nation and our God given freedoms based on a statewide and 

local effort. This is one of the things that City Plan is currently seeking to do. 

 

 We need to build a state wide team and infrastructure to network the networks from the different 

grassroots groups/organizations/ministries. 

 

 We need to build a local team and infrastructure to network the networks on a county level or regional 

level. This is one of the things that City Plan is currently seeking to do. 

 

 We need to consolidate all Action/Prayer/FYI alerts into one newsletter and decide how often to send it 

out because there is too much information coming in from too many different sources/groups.  

 

 We need to send out Action/Prayer/FYI alerts with complete information such as… 

 

1. Corresponding number of the Bill 

2. Name of the Bill 

3. What they are attempting to pass and why? Including a brief synopsis of why we do not want it to 

pass or why we want it to pass. 

4. Corresponding links to quickly take action and send an automatic email to the appropriate legislators 

with all the pertinent information would be ideal. If not, then all the items under #5 must be 

provided. We also need to implement a way to keep track of who and how many people actually take 

action on these Action/Prayer/FYI alerts like the Southwest Florida Coalition has done. With 

technology this could easily be automated as a feature when people respond to links for various 

Action/Prayer/FYI alerts. Especially if we drive them to one united website for the state of Florida! 

 

5. The contact information of who we need to bombard with emails and calls, etc. To include: 
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a. Their name 

b. Email address  

c. Phone number 

d. And the date we must take action by 

 

6. Follow up on what transpired and if we were successful in our efforts.*** Obtaining measurable 

results is extremely important for we need a method of measuring if contacting our elected officials 

is working. If not, we need to find a more effective strategy—like showing up at their offices on a 

regular basis. 

 

 We need a dedicated team to pray for upcoming legislation being considered long before it gets voted 

on by our elected leaders.  

 

 We need a dedicated team to pray for leaders spearheading these different initiatives. 

 

 We need a dedicated intercessory team to pray for our elected leaders on a county by county basis and 

also a state wide basis. 

 

 We need a dedicated team to follow up on these legislative issues to see how our elected officials 

actually voted.  We need to hold their feet to the fire and NO longer accept compromise. 

 

 We need to have a dedicated intercessory team for every county in the state of Florida that will pray for 

each elected official on the School Board, City Council, County Commission, Mayor, etc. Also, they 

will need to be activated as a Rapid Response Team (RRT) concerning upcoming legislation or issues 

for their particular county in order to intercede, take authority, make kingly decrees and declarations at 

the actual meetings (in silence of course)! 

 We need a dedicated team to pray for those statesmen that God has raise up for a time such as this to 

run for public office. As such, we will need to work closely with the Florida Renewal Project in order to 

identify those Godly leaders that are running for public office in our state.  

 We will need a dedicated individual, with a designated backup person, whose gifting is in 

administration, that is willing to collate ALL the different Action/Prayer/FYI alerts on a weekly basis to 

be sent out to all the various networks for the purpose of notifying, activating, and mobilizing the body 

of Christ and prayer activists in the grassroots organizations in the state of Florida. During the legislative 

session they will need to be sent out weekly! 

 We must begin to engage all the activists in the body of Christ and the grassroots groups to take clear 

decisive action on all these issues while engaging leaders in the prayer movement simultaneously. 
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 We must begin to network with other leaders in the body of Christ and the grassroots groups in the state 

of Florida so that all individuals already strategically placed within the ministries and grassroots groups 

can become actively engaged in this spiritual battle to fight for our faith and freedom in the state of 

Florida. Many people want to take action but are at a loss of what to do. Therefore, they are looking for 

leadership to take the lead and tell them what must be done.  

 

Therefore, I highly recommend we get a map of the state of Florida and start networking all the 

networks to ensure full intercessory coverage in every county in the state with teams of activists ready to 

go at a moment’s notice. I believe Judy is already working on this with Awakening Florida and I am 

quite sure the Florida Renewal Project, the Black Robe Regiment at the national level, and Faith and 

Freedom Coalition is already doing this. And, if all these different organizations are not already doing 

this we need to get this done. 

 

 What Issues Must Be Addressed? 

 
ELECTION PROCESS NEEDS TO BE REVAMPED! 

 

 Allegiance to both the Democratic Party and the Republican Party must be thrown out the window, 

because both parties are corrupt beyond measure! Rather we need to support candidates who are 

principled, conservative candidates with demonstrated integrity who will protect, defend, and uphold 

our U.S. Constitution!  Again, the Florida Renewal Project and the Black Robe Regiment is raising up 

Christian statesmen who will run for public office for a time such as this. The Statesman Group on a 

national level may be doing this as well. 

 Voter Fraud must be addressed! 

 Neighborhood Project- Liberty Empowerment Institute 

 

FISCAL POLICIES 

 Agenda 21 policies 

 Budget and Spending 

 Job Creation 

o Agriculture in Florida rather than just tourism 

 Card Check and Worker Freedom 

 Energy and Environment 

 Health Care Reform 

 Red Tape, Hidden Taxes, and Regulation 

 Social Security and Entitlement Reform 

 Tax Reform 
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HOMELAND SECURITY ISSUES 

 Radical Islam 

 TSA (Transportation Security Administration) – They will be given power and authority they were 

never intended to have.  

 Persecution of Christians, ministries and grassroots organizations* 

 

*The first concern that Nehemiah had was to rebuild the walls of Jerusalem. Those that had returned to 

Jerusalem had no way to defend themselves. While the weapons of our warfare are not carnal, we also have to 

form strategic alliances with local Law Enforcement who will protect, uphold and defend our constitution. As 

such, we must support Sherriff’s Mack Constitutional Sherriff Posse’s initiative with both prayer and action. 

Our sheriffs’ are our last line of defense against the police state currently underway! 

 

IMMIGRATION REFORM 

 Amnesty  

 Securing our borders 

INDOCTRINATION OF OUR CHILDREN IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM 

 Common Core 

 School Choice 

 Green Agenda 

 Redistribution of Wealth Agenda 

 Textbooks Review 

 American History has been rewritten 

 Pro-homosexual Agenda 

 Race to the Top (Agenda 21) 

 Radical Islam 

 

RELIGIOUS FREEDOM 

 Education Platform included but not limited to: 

 Agenda 21 initiatives 

 America’s Spiritual Heritage 

 Homosexual Agenda 

 Tax Exempt Status of Churches and grassroots organizations 

 IRS targeting ministries and grassroots groups 

 Persecution of Christians with regards to hate speech and other more serious matters. 

 

SANCTITY OF LIFE ISSUES 

 Abortion 

 Morning after pill 

 Euthanasia 
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SEX  TRADE INDUSTRY 

 Human Trafficking 

 Child Abduction 

 Internet Safety 

 

TRADITIONAL FAMILY ISSUES 

 Homosexual Agenda 

 Same-sex marriage 

 

This list is not a comprehensive list by any means and we may have to identify and focus on those issues we 

find to be the most urgent for the state of Florida in the beginning. Yet, we can and we must address all the 

issues seeking to erode our freedoms and sovereignty, by changing our strategy of how we are going about 

doing it.  

 

In my role as a leader in the grassroots and ministry organizations, I have been seeking the Lord about this for a 

long time as all of you have too. One suggestion based upon what the Lord placed upon my heart is that we can 

address all these issues by forming coalitions and strategic alliances for each major issue which must be 

addressed by invoking both prayer and action in an organized, focused fashion. These are some of the issues 

which must be addressed on a state and local level in order to establish God’s kingdom in the state of Florida 

which will result in awakening and reformation sweeping across every state in America. 

 

Again, if we only focus on the social issues, then what happens when we lose our sovereignty as a state and a 

nation as we are now witnessing and experiencing at this time? We lose our religious freedoms—so much so 

that now we have to try to get legislation passed in the state of Florida to protect our ministries from being sued!  

 

Also, it is important that as we move forward that these coalitions and strategic alliances are not to be used for 

pushing our individual mandates even though our individual mandates are for God’s Kingdom.  Rather, these 

coalitions and strategic alliances with only Christian organizations are to establish God’s kingdom on a 

statewide and local level for the state of Florida as we work together in tandem with one another.  

 

As such, it is my “opinion” that we must go forward with this mandate to notify, mobilize and activate the body 

of Christ and grassroots organizations in the state of Florida NOT using the name of ANY particular ministry 

that is involved in this endeavor. Rather, we must come up with a NEW name for this mandate and harness the 

synergy of all the different ministries/organizations working together that will achieve much more 

ABUNDANT “fruit” for God’s Kingdom purposes to prevail, then our individual ministries could ever achieve 

on our own. This is what God is looking for! 

 

Moreover, we will also want to include the grassroots organizations in this mandate as well. Why do we want to 

include the grassroots organizations too? Because there are a lot of Christians in the grassroots organizations 
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that are just waiting to take action! Yet, their pastors are not rallying them to take action in anything other than 

the vision of that particular congregation. This is why they are involved in the grassroots organizations! They 

know we need to do something to make a difference for our nation before it is too late. 

 

Do you know that FreedomWorks, only one of hundreds of grassroots organizations, has over 300 grassroots 

GROUPS alone for the state of Florida which is not being actively engaged on a regular basis to take action 

except on very select issues they are spearheading? And, each group can have at least 100 grassroots activists at 

a minimum! 

 

In addition, we have a church on every corner and hundreds of grassroots groups in each county, in the state of 

Florida alone. Yet most believers who attend these churches and grassroots groups is still doing their own thing 

and not working together in a unity of purpose and only acting under the directives of the particular group they 

are affiliated with.   

 

Therefore, we must harness the law of multiplication and expand our reach outside those who are under a 

particular group’s organization and marching orders if we expect to reach the masses. Also, this will help rectify 

some of the current obstacles preventing us from being a focused, organized army in the state of Florida.. 

 

NOTE: THE STATE LEVEL PLAN SHOULD BE MODELED AFTER THE STATE LEGISLATIVE 

DISTRICT LEVEL TO DEAL EFFICIENTLY AND EFFECTIVELY WITH THE FOLLOWING 

ISSUES: 

 

 Nation level issues (While, we must pray and take action on national issues, we will NOT turn the 

tide for this nation at the national level) 

 State Level Issues 

 County level issues 

In addition, a “war room” type scenario is to be set up on a county or regional basis for the state of Florida on a 

monthly basis by all strategic alliances pooling their expertise and resources to work together in tandem with 

one another on a local level. Communication with all strategic partners/coalitions involved for the state of 

Florida is vital as we do not want to reinvent the wheel and we must strengthen what is already in place. 

Initially we could have a monthly conference call with all state and regional leaders as we progress.  But first 

we must identify who they are and see if they are willing to join forces for God’s kingdom agenda. 

 

Once we identify who they are and find out if they are willing to work together for God’s kingdom agenda for 

the state of Florida, as we meet monthly the leaders for each COALITION are to come up with an action plan 

and set the plan in motion by issuing directives to the “key” leaders of the various groups within their region for 

the purpose of invoking both prayer and action in an organized, focused fashion on a local level.  
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These leaders will oversee and assume accountability for the implementation of the action plan on a county by 

county basis for the state of Florida. 

 

Proposed State-wide Coalitions based on ALL the Issues Which 

Must Be Addressed: 
 

Following are some of the Proposed Coalitions which need to be created on a state level in order to deal with 

all the issues eroding our God given freedoms and our nation’s sovereignty.  I am sure we can think of more to 

add to this list. We need to identify and fill in those leaders/groups which are all working on the same core 

issues for each coalition on a state and national level.  In addition, these different coalitions will be working in 

tandem with each other on various issues.  

 

Again, we do not have time to reinvent the wheel when God has already raised up many different 

organizations/ministries dealing with the same issues and they are already in place. They just need to be willing 

to work with each other for a cause greater than their individual ministry could ever achieve by itself.  

 

1. Constitutional Coalition: To protect, defend, and uphold our US Constitution and state Constitutions. 

Article V to restore our state sovereignty and repeal all the unconstitutional laws such as NDAA, 

Patriot Act, Obama Care and overturn Roe Vs. Wade too. Michael Farris with Convention of States and 

Charles Kacprowicz with Citizen’s Initiatives should work together to pool resources and expertise and 

form one coalition with the Tenth Amendment Center for the state of Florida. I know Charles personally 

and know for a fact that he is willing to work with whomever on this initiative to make it a reality. And, 

I know on a personal basis the state director with the Convention of States as well and she is a mighty 

woman of God!  We need to facilitate a marrying of all these different groups. In addition, we need to 

incorporate the 10
th

 Amendment Center in every state under this umbrella too. And, bring together the 

experts concerning the constitution such as KrisAnne Hall and others as well. This is one of the seven 

keys the Lord gave me in His Strategic plan which must happen if we are to be successful in 

turning the tide for our nation before I knew about these two groups and Mark Levin came out 

with his book. 

 

2. Education Coalition - This coalition will not only seek to stop the current indoctrination of our children 

through their curriculum in the state of Florida, it will also come up with viable, cost effective 

alternatives to the public school system as well. Also, they are to work with the legislators to revise the 

tax structure making private schools and charter school monies available whether thru tax deductions or 

rebates. This coalition should deal with the following issues: school choice, Common Core, Textbook 

Review, American History rewritten, pro-homosexual agenda, and all the Agenda 21 initiatives by the 

UN. 
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3. Election Coalition: True to Vote, Neighborhood Project, Voter’s registration organizations, precinct 

watchdogs, voter’s guides, etc. To include supporting those candidates with demonstrated integrity 

who have been vetted to be constitutionally sound candidates who will protect, defend, and uphold our 

constitution. 

 

4. Family Values Coalition: Faith & Freedom Coalition Focus on the Family, Florida Family Policy 

Council, Family Research Council. This coalition will focus on these issues which are eroding the 

sanctity of the family as God intended and established such as the homosexual agenda, same-sex 

marriage, divorce within the church, single parent households, etc. I visualize this coalition working 

closely with both the grassroots coalition and the salt and light coalition to equip the saints to apply the 

word of God in every sector of their lives and in every mountain in our society. 

 

5. Grassroots Coalition: I visualize this coalition plugging its members into the various state-wide 

coalitions based on the passion of each member of their group. The grassroots coalitions will work 

closely with all the various state wide coalitions by appointing at least two key people from each group 

to be the liaison amongst all the state wide coalitions in order to bring back a high level overview to 

their groups on a monthly basis for the purpose of taking clear decisive action on all the issues in the 

state of Florida issued by each coalitions leaders. 

 

6. Homeland Security Coalition: To secure the threat of the citizens with regards to radical Islam, open 

borders, TSA abuse of power, constitutional rights being stripped away such as the 2nd amendment, 

Real id, etc. Also, to help prepare the citizens to be ready in the event of a natural or manufactured 

emergency situation which results in martial law being enacted. 

 

7. Legal Counsel Coalition: As the persecution of Christians and opposition gets more aggressive, we are 

really going to need this one to include Liberty Counsel, Thomas More Law Center, and the American 

Center for Law and Justice (ACLJ) to name a few. This coalition of leading law firms will continue to 

fight the valiant battle to safeguard our freedoms in America. Moreover, they will help safeguard 

Christians and patriot’s legal rights as persecution and opposition from those in authority increases. 

Also, will help assist with cases of incarceration due to unwarranted arrests and persecution 

(benevolence fund). 

 

8. Legislative Coalition: Watchdogs for upcoming legislative issues in the state of Florida in the best 

interest of "We the People" and standing on our Judeo-Christian Values. This coalition will work closely 

with all the state wide coalitions to take clear decisive action in a focused organized manner. 
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9. Fiscal Policies Coalition: To deal with fiscal policies for the state of Florida such as Agenda 21 

policies, balanced budget and curbing spending, job creation (agriculture) card check and worker 

freedom, energy and environment, health care reform, red tape, hidden taxes, regulation, social security 

and entitlement reform, tax reform. 

 

10. Media Coalition: This coalition is a must have in order to share the truth of what is going on in the state 

of Florida and the nation with those who rely on the mainstream media.  They will work closely with all 

the state wide coalitions. 

As you all know, the Media and the Arts & Entertainment Mountain is the #1 source for perpetuating the 

spiritual, moral, and ethical decay in our nation. Therefore, it is ABSOLUTELY critical we infiltrate and 

take dominion in these mountains.  As we establish a network of prayer altars throughout our state in our 

homes, churches, the marketplace, businesses, etc, God’s manifest presence will turn back the spiritual 

darkness of the enemy in all these mountains. 

11. Prayer Network Coalition: American Prayer Initiative, Aglow, Awakening America, Faith & Freedom 

Coalition, Florida Faith Works, Forerunner Ministries, Heartland Apostolic Prayer Network, Houses of 

Prayer in each state, The Call, US Reformation Prayer Network, Watchmen Arise, and World Trumpet 

Mission.  I have a more substantial list in the spreadsheet which we will add to as we progress forward 

with this mandate. 

This coalition will join forces with one another to establish a network of prayer altars throughout the 

state in order to bring in God’s manifest presence into our heart, our homes, our churches, and the 

marketplace for transforming sustainable revival to take place as we push back the spiritual darkness 

inhabiting our land. 

Also, we need all these prayer warriors to lift up the leaders of these different initiatives in continuous 

prayer due to the spiritual warfare they are encountering and the action/legislative items we are trying to 

invoke for God’s purposes to prevail once again.  

In addition, we must pray for specific legislation being passed that is based on God’s Kingdom and 

protecting, defending, and upholding the state and US constitution. 

This could be easily accomplished by someone being in charge of issuing weekly prayer targets for all 

the coalitions and their leaders at a state level. 

Moreover, we will have to have spiritual leaders to initiate reform like Nehemiah did because God’s 

people would need spiritual food in order to finish their assignment to rebuild the broken down 

SPIRITUAL walls  in our families, our churches, our cities, our states and our nation. 

One of Nehemiah’s mandates as God’s change agent was to re-establish the Law of the Covenant based 

on the proper interpretation of His law. For God’s people in America have definitely strayed away from 

the WHOLE counsel of God’s Word, which has caused His people to go astray and rebel against Him! 
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Thus, in many cases we have broken COVENANT with God. As such, God is raising up Repairers of 

the Breach or “reformers” in order to lead His people back to the foundation of His Word for the 

purpose of reestablishing the Law of the Covenant. As such, in the case of Nehemiah, Ezra took on the 

responsibility to establish the law in the hearts of the people so they could keep out of sin and 

disobedience and come back to walking in a COVENANT relationship with God. 

Therefore, we need “reformers” who will lead God’s people back to walking according to the WHOLE 

counsel of His Word in order to help stem the tide of apostasy in the body of Christ! 

12. Private Property Rights Coalition: To include Agenda 21 issues such as protection for our private 

property rights. Inform citizens, elected officials, business owners and the media of the historical, 

constitutional foundations of private property rights and the threats they face today. In addition, we 

advance property rights and we empower others to be effective property rights advocates in their 

communities. 

13. Salt & Light Coalition: This coalition will include groups like City Plan, the Salt & Light Council and 

The Truth Project from Focus on the Family who are equipping all Christians to be the salt and light for 

Jesus Christ in all seven mountains or foundational pillars in our society no matter what our vocation 

happens to be. The seven mountains in our society we are to be the salt and light for are as follows:  

a. Family  

b. Religious 

c. Education  

d. Business   

e. Arts & Entertainment 

f. Media 

g. Governmental 

 

14. Sanctity of Life Coalition:  (Sanctity of all life from the womb until the tomb!): to include all pro-life 

groups such as Florida Right to Life and Personhood Florida, etc. This coalition will actively seek to 

work together to stop abortion, including the use of the morning after pill, euthanasia, cloning, etc.  They 

will work closely with all the statewide coalitions including invoking Article V and the nullification 

process to end abortion once and for all. 

There are many groups fighting for prolife such as Family Policy Council, Family Research Council, 

Florida Right to Life, Bound 4 Life, Choose Life America, National Right to Life, Focus on the Family, 

Faith2Action, etc. Therefore, instead of forming a coalition with each other and pooling resources and 

expertise and together coming up with a clear decisive action plan, each group sends out requests for 
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action and asks for financial donations as well.  Yet, if they would work in tandem with each other their 

reach for their agenda would be multiplied exponentially as they become a focused, organized force for 

the pro-life movement to stop abortion and overturn Roe v Wade once and for all! 

 

 

Furthermore, we must trust and rely on the experts and leaders for each of these coalitions to let us know when, 

how, and what to take clear decisive action on in order to engage the prayer activists and change agents in the 

grassroots groups and prayer groups. 

 

Also, after the coalitions are formed we need to organize the people and appoint a “gatekeeper” over each 

group to ensure they keep focused only on their task and yet ―marry‖ the efforts of all the coalitions together for 

the purpose of the body of Christ taking clear and decisive action in all seven mountains for all issues! We can 

do this! 

 

In addition, the Lord has given me a vision for one website for the state of Florida which has tabs for the 

separate coalitions for all the various issues which must be dealt with under ―one umbrella‖ in the various 

grassroots and ministry organizations who are willing to work together as strategic partners. There will need to 

be a dedicated administrator of this website with a designated backup. And, with all the different strategic 

partnerships funding this endeavor the expense for this should not be a problem whatsoever! 

 

Moreover, as you already know, once the spiritual darkness which is covering the land is dealt with, and the 

spiritual blindness is removed from the people, more and more individuals will finally be willing to be fully 

engaged in this spiritual battle for the hearts and souls of the people in this nation. 

 

In the meanwhile, God wants us to build the infrastructure now to restructure this nation back to Him so that 

during the restoration phase of our nation, we can quickly plug people into these various coalitions to take clear 

decisive action on a local and state level.  

 

Moreover, as all of you already know, every great awakening is always preceded by a great shaking first and as 

God releases His glory He will also be releasing His judgment. As such, when they come running to us looking 

for answers we can refer them to this website to be plugged into being laborers for God’s kingdom in the area 

they are most passionate about.   

 

In addition, we must pray to the Lord of the Harvest to send more laborers into the vineyard because the harvest 

is ripe for harvesting but the laborers are few. At this time, many people are not desperate enough yet to answer 

the call! But they will be and we need to be ready! 

 

Again, this website is for the purpose of taking clear decisive action only for the state of Florida and is not to be 

used for pushing each group’s individual mandates.  Rather, it will be for us to collectively establish God’s 

kingdom mandate for Florida, His forerunner state for awakening and reformation to sweep across this nation! 
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And, I also visualize this website being used for the leaders of the various coalitions to update their 

Action/Prayer/FYI alerts on one page which will automatically collate ALL the Action/Prayer/FYI alerts from 

ALL the coalitions for the state of Florida to be sent out on a weekly basis that I was doing manually to 

everyone who has joined this website in the state of Florida. While the legislation session in Tallahassee is in 

session, a special legislative update will need to be done weekly. 

 

One of the current obstacles preventing us from being a focused, organized army in the state of Florida and 

taking clear decisive action on a TIMELY basis is this fact.  We currently do not get enough lead time 

concerning legislation that we must fight against to send out to activists located in the various organizations for 

the entire state of Florida.  While the legislators are in session, we usually only get notified at the last minute in 

order to take action, and it is like trying to drink water from a fire hose. 

  

Also, another problem is we get too many different groups sending out partial information concerning 

upcoming legislative action that is not concise, does not include contact information, etc. 

 

Therefore, it will be critical for us to form strategic alliances with people such as John Hallman and Randy 

Osborne and others, so we can get advanced notice of legislation needing both prayer and action. This way we 

can be proactive rather than reactive! If we have enough lead time concerning upcoming legislation, we can 

engage all prayer activists in the state of Florida to take clear decisive TIMELY action, while having 

intercessors pray at the same time for specific legislative issues.  

 

Can you imagine how awesome it would be with one push of the send button that every prayer activist 

currently connected to all the different prayer groups/ministry/grassroots organizations in the body of Christ 

could be notified, mobilized and activated efficiently and effectively for God’s Kingdom purposes to prevail 

and for us to take the state of Florida for the Lord with NO MORE DELAY! 

 

Yes, indeed. With one touch of the send button at the state level we can propagate these Action/Prayer/FYI 

alerts to every leader of every grassroots group in the state of Florida and to every pastor in the body of Christ to 

send out to their people!  Can you imagine the impact the body of Christ would have to enact change quickly 

and effectively! 

 

In addition, it is my hope that all the leaders of this coalition will agree to receive these Action/Prayer/FYI alerts 

and will propagate them to those under their leadership as well. NOTE: WE ARE NOT ASKING FOR 

ANYONE’S DISTRIBUTION LIST!  

 

Another obstacle in us becoming an organized, focused army for God’s Kingdom purposes to reign in the state 

of Florida is for the very same reason that Nehemiah was faced with long ago, when God first called Nehemiah 

to rebuild the broken down walls in Jerusalem!  Nehemiah found a disorganized group of people with no 

effective leadership. There was no one to show them where to start and what direction to take.  
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As such, one of the MAJOR problems that we are currently facing is the lack of effective leadership and 

delegating specific tasks within the church and the grassroots organizations. The Lord’s vision includes both the 

grassroots organizations and the body of Christ. As I have said many times before, but will say again, one of the 

reasons why we are not winning this spiritual battle is that we are not an organized, focused army like the 

enemies army is. 

 

Therefore, like Gideon’s army of old, what this small core group of PRAYERACTIVISTS must do is to join 

forces as we pool our knowledge, our Wisdom, our experience, our giftings, our anointing, our resources and 

our organizational skills in order to notify, mobilize, and activate the body of Christ to ARISE, AWAKE, and 

ACT now!  

 

In order to accomplish this we need to: 

 

1. Organize 

2. Manage 

3. Supervise 

4. Encourage one another 

5. Meet opposition 

6. Confront Injustice 

7. Keep going until the job is done 

8. Facilitate the organization of people and the different ministries/organizations and have them work on 

specific issues in an organized, focused fashion by invoking PRAYER and ACTION. 

9. We must help care for and prepare God’s people by meeting their physical needs for the days ahead. 

Yet, more importantly, we must prepare them spiritually by properly discipling them.  

In addition, we need to employ a strategy to frustrate our enemies to include, but is not limited to the 

following: 

 

1. Prayer and action must go hand in hand. Through prayer, God guides our preparation, teamwork and 

diligent efforts to carry out His will. Effective prayer includes: 

a. Praise  

b. Thanksgiving  

c. Repentance 

d. Specific Requests 

e. Commitment 

f. God’s favor, wisdom and revelation in order to be successful with the task at hand 

 

2. Encouragement 

 

3. Guard Duty: our weapons are not carnal, however, we need to form strategic alliances with the state and 

national Militia groups such as Oath Keepers and the Constitutional Sheriff’s Posse. 

 

4. Consolidation which is the process of uniting : the quality or state of being united; specifically: the 

unification of two or more groups by dissolution of existing ones and creation of a single new group 
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In closing, if the PRAYER ACTIVISTS in this small group of leaders decides to do nothing concerning quickly 

notifying, activating, and mobilizing the body of Christ and believers in the grassroots organizations in the state 

of Florida for a time such as this, then WHO will?  

 

If not us, then WHO can God count on to answer this mandate in the state of Florida? God has been waiting for 

His leaders to do this for years and yet here we are just beginning to discuss how to go about this critical 

mandate.   

 

Based on the fiasco which happened in April 2015, concerning bill CS/HB-7011 allowing homosexuals to adopt 

children, tragically we still do not have our act together YET!  

 

However, I am quite confident that God will give us another opportunity in the not so distant future to see if we 

can actually show up next time as an organized, focused army for Him as soon as the trumpet is sounded! 

Therefore, there cannot be any more delay concerning this important mandate from the Lord to quickly notify, 

mobilize, and activate His people to invoke both prayer and action in a clear decisive manner in the state of 

Florida! The destiny of our nation depends upon it and I know that together we can be successful with God’s 

providence in making this mandate for the state of Florida reality. Let’s get it done! 


